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Abstract
This paper gives a generalization of results concerning fixed point index bounds for self-mappings
of surfaces with boundary. Consider the class of finite polyhedra which have no local separating
points and are homotopy equivalent to a one-complex. Given a member X of this class and a fixed
point minimal self-mapping f :X→ X it is shown that the index of each fixed point is bounded
above by 1, and also that for any collection of those with index less than −1 their total index is
bounded below by 2χ −N , where N denotes the number of fixed points in the collection. Ó 2000
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1. Introduction
For a self-mapping of a 2-dimensional manifold, the works of a number of authors [7,8,
11–13] give bounds on the index of a fixed-point, obtained as a consequence of certain
topological or dynamical hypothesis. In a similar vein, assuming a local dynamical
hypothesis at a given fixed point LeCalvez and Yoccoz [10] obtain exact index values
for all of its iterates. One thing common to each of these results is the conclusion that the
value of the index is never larger than one. Lower bounds for the fixed point indices appear
in [7,8,13].
Recently, independent work of Jiang [6] and this author, in this paper, provides a
generalization to Nielsen theory. Motivated by the results in [7] and the partial result
in [14], index bounds are obtained for fixed point classes rather than fixed points. The
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main application of this, when combined with previous work of both Jiang and the author
is given in Theorem 1.1.
Although the basic results are the same, the method of proof used in [6] are quite
different than those used here. Jiang reduces the problem to the pi1-injective case, and then
applies results from [1] and [3]. In this paper, the methods developed in [8] are adapted to
give a direct proof. In fact, the proof of Theorem 5.2 gives a combinatorial way to view
Nielsen classes for endomorphisms of bounded surfaces.
More specifically, let X be a compact polyhedron. A continuous self-mapping f :X→
X is said to be fixed-point minimal (or simply minimal) if f has the least number of fixed
points possible among all maps homotopic to f . Let χ(X) denote the Euler characteristic
of X. The purpose of this paper is to give a proof of the following:
Theorem 1.1. Let X be a compact, connected polyhedron without any local separating
points, and suppose that X is homotopy equivalent to a one-complex. If f :X→ X is a
fixed-point minimal self-mapping, then for each fixed point p of f ,
index(p)6 1
and ∑
{x | index(x)6−2}
(
index(x)+ 1)> 2χ(X).
Proof. We present here the proof modulo Theorems 2.3 and 5.2. A theorem due to
Jiang [4] divides this into two cases.
Case 1: X is a surface. Although not quite stated in this form, the index bounds are
verified in [8]. The upper bound of+1 is part of Theorem A. Theorem B is slightly weaker
than the second inequality. Nonetheless, the inequality is established by following the proof
given, restricting to those fixed points having index less than −1.
Case 2: X is not a surface. Since there are no local separating points, a theorem of
Jiang [4] implies that the number of fixed points is equal to the Nielsen number, N(f ).
Let h :F →X be a homotopy equivalence, where F is a surface with, by hypothesis, non-
empty boundary, and let k be its homotopy inverse. Now, if X is contractible, then f is
homotopic to the constant map. Hence, it has exactly one fixed point p and index(p) =
1= χ(X). When X is not contractible Theorems 2.3 and 5.2 are used to obtain the index
bounds for the fixed point classes of k ◦ f ◦ h. By the commutativity of the fixed-point
index [5, Theorem I.5.2], the index of a fixed point of f is the same as the index of the
corresponding Nielsen class of k ◦ f ◦h. As a result of this and the fact that χ(X)= χ(F),
the bounds hold for the fixed points of f . 2
Corollary 1.2. Let X be as above, and let f :X→X be any self-mapping. Then∣∣L(f )− χ(X)∣∣6NF(f )− χ(X),
where L(f ) is the Lefschetz number and NF(f ) denotes the number of fixed points of f .
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Proof. The inequality in the statement of Corollary 1.2 is equivalent to the pair of
inequalities; L(f ) 6 NF(f ) and L(f ) + NF(f ) > 2χ(X). Since the total sum of the
fixed point indices gives L(f ), these inequalities hold for minimal maps directly from
Theorem 1.1. Hence they must hold for an arbitrary self-map. 2
Corollary 1.3. Let X be as above, and let f :X→ X be fixed point minimal. Assuming
χ(X) 6 0 then the number of fixed points that have index different from ±1 is at most
−2χ(X).
Proof. This follows directly from the second inequality in Theorem 1.2. 2
The remainder of this paper concerns the proofs of Theorems 2.3 and 5.2. Although the
proof is adapted from the arguments in [8] no familiarity with that work is assumed. In
Section 2 we introduce the terminology used throughout the paper and give some results
needed to prove the main theorems. Section 3 gives a method for computing fixed point
indices relavent to our particular setting. Section 4 is the proof of Theorem 2.3, while
Section 5 ties Nielsen theory to the methods developed in the paper via Theorem 5.2.
We conclude this section with two remarks concerning the generality of Theorem 1.1.
The first has to do with the no local separating points hypothesis. In fact, this does not seem
to be a necessary condition. In a forthcoming paper [9] a relative version of Theorem 1.1
will be proved which will take care of this condition. As a result, the existence of the
index bounds depends only on the homotopy type of the complex. As it is easy to see
that these bounds fail for the n-sphere, n > 1, it is reasonable to restrict to aspherical
complexes and think of the index bounds as a problem regarding groups. Theorem 1.1
is then a statement about free groups. We point out here that the proof of this theorem
almost goes through for surface groups. In particular, if X is not a surface, but homotopy
equivalent to a closed surface with non-positive Euler characteristic, then the index bounds
hold (see [6, Theorem 2]). The result is unknown when X is a closed surface, but evidence
that these bounds should be valid is given in [8, Theorem E].
2. Nielsen index reduced maps of bounded surfaces
Let D be a 2-dimensional disk, and let F denote the surface obtained by attaching the
1-handles H1, . . . ,Hh to D. Let {A2i−1,A2i}, 16 i 6 h, denote the attaching region for
Hi , each Ai being a proper arc in F . Set A=⋃2hi=1Ai and H =⋃hj=1Hj .
We now introduce some terminology which is used throughout this paper. Suppose F
has a handle structure as above and let f :F → F be a self-mapping. A region for f is the
closure of a component of F \ (A ∪ f−1(A)). A region C is critical if both C and f (C)
meet the same component of F \ A. For each 1 6 j 6 k, let ∆j denote one of the two
components of Hj ∩ ∂F . A proper arc α in F is a ∆j -curve if α separates ∆j from all
other components of H ∩ ∂F . It is a ∆-curve if it is a ∆j -curve for some j . An A-curve is
a proper arc in D which is properly isotopic to some Ai .
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A map f :F → F is said to be H-transverse if it satisfies the following properties (p1)–
(p3):
(p1) each component of f−1(A) is either a ∆-curve which meets A in exactly two
points or an A-curve;
(p2) the frontier of each component of f−1(Hi) consists of four arcs: two in ∂F , one
from f−1(A2i−1) and one from f−1(A2i);
(p3) fix(f )∩H = ∅.
A crossing point is a point x of f−1(A) ∩ A with the property that x and f (x) lie on
the same component of A. A Null-arc for f (or N-arc for short) is an arc λ in D such that
its endpoints lie in distinct critical regions, and f (λ) is homotopic to λ by a homotopy
which keeps the endpoints in the critical regions corresponding to the endpoints of λ. Let
∂λ denote the two critical regions which contain the endpoints of the arc λ.
A bridge inD is a null-arc with the property that the set of points of λ∩f −1(A), ordered
along λ, has the form p1, . . . , p`, q`, . . . , q1 such that for each i , f (pi) and f (qi) are
contained in the same component ofA, while f (pi) and f (pi+1) are contained in different
components of A. A bridge across Hi is an arc with endpoints contained in distinct critical
regions inD, meets each ofA2i−1,A2i in exactly one point and, in addition, meets f−1(A)
in exactly these two points. It follows that these two points are crossing points. The term
bridge is used to denote either a bridge in D or a bridge across some Hi . Two bridges are
equivalent if they both join the same two regions for f .
For a bridge β contained in D the components of f−1(A) \A which contain p` and q`
is called the core of β . A region whose frontier contains the core of some bridge is referred
to as a core region. The single region which meets more than two components of f−1(A)
will be called the central region.
The bridge β1 is said to be interior to the bridge β2 if the set of curves in f−1(A) \ A
meeting β1 is a subset of those meeting β2. The exterior curves for β1 are the curves in the
frontier of ∂β1 which do not intersect β1 but intersect β2. A bridge is exterior if it is not
interior to any bridge. Note that a bridge may have more than two exterior curves. This can
only occur when its boundary contains the central region. A chain of bridges is a sequence
of distinct bridges such that adjacent members of the sequence have one of their endpoints
in a common region.
Example 1. Figure 1 indicates an H -transverse map f defined on the surface obtained
by removing four disks from the 2-sphere. (The handles H2 and H3 are not drawn.) Each
component of f−1(H) is denoted by a single curve in the figure, so in all, f−1(A) consists
of 4 ∆1-curves and 26 A-curves. The numberic labels along the border of the figure
indicate how each of these curves is mapped by f . For instance, the region labeled c is
bordered by two curves, one maps to A4 and the other to A2. As the latter meets A2 the
point of intersection is a crossing point. Among the 35 regions in D ten are labeled with
the letters a, . . . , j . These are the endregions of various bridges. The only bridge acrossH
is one going from c to b across H1. The bridges in D, denoted by the pair of endregions
are: ab, cd, cf, ce, de, df, ef,gh, ij . All are exterior except ef and gh. A chain of bridges
is formed by abcdef , where bc denotes the bridge across H1.
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Fig. 1.
A bridge is a ∆-bridge if it only meets ∆-curves and it does not meet the central region.
A ∆-region is a region in D that meets two components of f−1(A), both being ∆-curves.
Suppose beta is a ∆-bridge such that ∂β consists of two ∆-regions with each containing
a crossing point. Then there are two bridges across H and another ∆-bridge such that
the four form a quadrilateral of bridges. The opposite sides of this quadrilateral will be
referred to as dual sides.
A transition of Ai is a bridge that is not a ∆-bridge, but meets at least one ∆-curve
which intersects Ai . We will take advantage of the following feature of transition bridges.
Lemma 2.1. Let β be a transition at Ai . Let X denote the region in ∂β which contains a
∆-curve meeting Ai . Suppose that there is a chain of bridges starting with β and ending
with another transition bridge such that each intermediate bridge is either a ∆-bridge or
a bridge across H . If there is at least one intermediate bridge, then X contains a crossing
point.
Proof. Let H` denote the 1-handle with Ai and Aj on its border. The existence of one
intermediate bridge ensures that any such chain must contain at least one bridge across
H`. Moreover, the chain ends with a transition at Aj . Hence, there is a chain consisting
of a number of ∆-bridges followed by a bridge across H` and then an equal number of
∆-bridges on the other side ofH`. Each of the later are dual to one of the former. We claim
that such a chain having fewest members has only one intermediate bridge, and the result
follows. If not, then the bridge across H` together with the adjacent dual pair are part of a
quadrilateral of bridges. Simply replace the three bridges in the chain by the fourth in the
quadrilateral to form a shorter chain. 2
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Let f be an H -transverse map. Let B be a collection of bridges and letR be a collection
of critical regions for f . The pair (R,B) is said to be compatible if
(1) for each β ∈ B ∂β ⊂R, and
(2) for each R ∈R, if there is a bridge β such that R ⊂ ∂β , then there is a chain of
bridges in B joining ∂β .
When R is compatible with B we define a a graph Γ as follows. The vertices are
the regions in R and two vertices X,Y are joined by an edge if and only if there is a
bridge β ∈ B such that ∂β = {X,Y }. The graph gives an equivalence relation onR with an
equivalence class being the vertices of a component of Γ . This equivalence relation will
be referred to as the one induced by B.
In order to compute fixed point indices in a systematic way we need some restrictions
on the map f and the pair (R,B). The pair (R,B) is said to be minimal if it satisfies the
following seven conditions:
(m1) each component of the graph Γ defined above is a tree;
(m2) each region in R has at least two sides;
(m3) if Ai ∩ f−1(A)= ∅, then f−1(A) contains an Ai -curve;
(m4) the core of each transition bridge contains an A-curve;
(m5) for each core regionR and each subcollection C of the components of f−1(A)∩R,
the number of exterior bridges whose core is contained in C is less than the
cardinality of C . Also, if the core region has two sides both of which are A-curves,
then it is in R;
(m6) For each 1-handle that is traversed by a∆-curve, there is either one or two regions
in D which meet the handle that are not ∆-regions. If there are two, we assume
that at least one of the two is in R. Also, if both are in R, we assume that one of
the two contains a crossing point;
(m7) Suppose that the central region is not in R. If f−1(A) contains an Ai -curve for
every i , then it is not the case that all of those meeting the central region are
mapped to the same component of A.
Example. Continuing with Example 1 above. For R we choose the regions a, . . . , j
together with the central region. For B we take the chain abcdef with gh and hi .
The reader can check that the pair is both compatible and minimal. Alternately, any
subcollection of the equivalence classes for thisR forms a compatible pair. To be minimal
(m6) requires that it contain either a, . . . , f or the central region.
Proposition 2.2. Let f be anH -transverse map with a compatible pair (R,B). Then there
is a map f ′ homotopic to f with a minimal pair, R′ of regions and B′ of bridges, and an
index-preserving bijection between the equivalence classes on R with non-zero index and
those onR′ with non-zero index.
Proof. The map f ′ is obtained by making changes to f−1(A). Changes to R and B will
be noted. In each step the bijection should be apparent.
(m1) No change to the map, just remove excess bridges fromR.
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(m2) If a region with one side is in R add a pair of ∆-curves which divide this region
into two. The one with two sides belongs to R′, the other does not. Map the region
between these curves to some other one handle. Since ∆-curves are added, the new map is
homotopic to f .
(m3) If not simply add four Ai -curves, in pairs of two. Map the region between each
pair to the same 1-handle so that the result is homotopic to f . None of the new regions will
be added to to R.
(m4) Suppose the core of β consists of two ∆j -curves. Let X be the region meeting β
whose frontier meets a ∆j -curve δ, but is not a ∆-region. Observe that δ is an outermost
∆-curve. Let µ denote the component of f−1(H) which contains δ. The map f ′ is defined
by replacing µ with the pair denoted by µ′ as indicated in Fig. 2.
Changes to (R,B) are as follows. Let Y be the region meetingHj opposite to X. Let X′
and Y ′ denote the corresponding regions for f ′. If X and Y are not in R or if δ does not
contain a crossing, then index(V )= index(V ′), where V denotes eitherX or Y . In this case
there is no change in (R,B). On the other hand, suppose that X ∈R and X ∩ δ contains
a crossing. Y may or may not be in R but Y ∩ δ does not contain a crossing. There is a
bridge τ across Hj which joins X to a region Z. By compatibility, Z is in R. It may be
that index(X) 6= index(X′), but we have
index(X ∪Z)= index(X′ ∪Z′).
If τ /∈ B, there is no change to B. When τ ∈ B we get a chain from X′ to Z′ comprised of
the bridge β ′ which is interior to β , its dual and the dual of τ in the quadrilateral determined
by the previous three. By compatibility, the regions are in R. Since no chain exists in B
from X′ to Z′ we add these bridges to B. Hence, there is no change in equivalence classes
and their fixed point indices.
The last case, when Y ∈R and Y ∩ δ contains a crossing, is similar.
(m5) Let C be a core region with two sides. Suppose τ and ζ are exterior and have C as
their core region. We assume that τ ∩ f−1(A) has cardinality at least that of ζ ∩ f−1(A).
Since s(C) = 2 and ζ is exterior there is a unique region Y in ∂ζ intersecting τ . Now,
there is a unique bridge β which is either interior to, or equal to τ and has Y ⊂ ∂β . By
Fig. 2.
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compatibility ∂β ∈R. Also, there is a bridge λ which joins the regions ∂β \ Y and ∂ζ \ Y .
The main feature of this bridge is that its core is contained in the central region. Remove ζ
from B and replace it with β and λ. Repeat this construction as necessary so that all cores
with two sides satisfy (m5).
Now consider the central region and suppose that C consists of m curves which contain
the cores of n exterior bridges, where n > m. Let ζ be one such having the fewest
intersections with f−1(A). Argue as before, this time ζ is replaced by two interior curves.
Remove excess interior curves to keep property (m1).
Finally, if the core consists of two A-curves and is not in R, then we remove these
two curves, together with the two adjacent curves from f−1(A). The bridges in B are
unchanged, except for the fact that a bridge which intersected only these four curves is
now removed. The two regions at its endpoints become a single region in R. Repeat this
procedure until either the core region is in R or one of the border curves is a ∆-curve.
(m6) If there are two such regions at a particular 1-handle that are not in R, proceed
as in the proof of (4). Replace the outermost pair of ∆-curves by two pairs of A-curves.
This has no effect on R and B. The same reduction works when both are in R but neither
contains a crossing point at the 1-handle.
(m7) Suppose that all of the outermost Ai -curves are mapped to the same component of
A. Remove the outermost pair of Ai-curves for each i to get f ′. In the case that there exists
a pair for each i ensures that f ′ is homotopic to f . As the central region is not in R there
is no effect on the components of Γ and their fixed point indices of. Similarly, there is no
effect on bridges, except those traversing the central region meet f ′−1(A) in four fewer
points. 2
The following is the main technical theorem of the paper. Its proof will be given in
Section 4.
Theorem 2.3. Let f :F → F be an H -transverse map. Let R be a collection of critical
regions for f which is compatible with a collection B of bridges. Let C1, . . . ,Cn denote
the equivalence classes on R induced by B. Then, for each i ,
index(Ci)> 1
and
n∑
i=1
(
index(Ci)+ 1
)
> 2χ(F).
3. Index computation and detection of deficit
Let X be a region for f . The number of sides of X is defined to be the number of
components of f−1(A) \A which are contained in the frontier of X. This will be denoted
by s(X). The following is the analog of [8, Lemma 5.3].
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Lemma 3.1.∑
s(X)= 2M − 2χ(F)− 4h,
where the sum is taken over all regions, M is the number of regions, and h the number of
1-handles.
Proof. In each component of F \A it is easy to see that s = 2m−2, wherem is the number
of regions and s tallies up the number of sides counted in each region. Sum over the h+ 1
components to get∑
s(X)= 2M − 2(h+ 1).
Since χ(F) = 1 − h a direct substitution completes the proof. 2χ + 4h = 2(χ + 2h) =
2(1− h+ 2h)= 2(1+ h). 2
Let X be a critical region for f . The crossing points in the frontier of X are divided into
two sets Ei(X) and Eo(X) as follows. Let p be such a point, with p ∈ Ai . Let Y be the
other critical region meeting p and divide Ai into two arcs, IX and IY , both having p as
an endpoint, and labeled so that IX ∩X contains an arc with endpoint p. (IY ∩ Y does as
well.) Then p ∈ Ei(X) if f (p) ⊂ IX , otherwise p ∈ Eo(X). This is well defined as p is
not a fixed point.
Throughout this section we fix a collection X of critical regions for f . When X ∈X the
upper deficit of X is defined by the formula
ud(X)= 1−Eo(X)− index(X),
the lower deficit of X is given by
ld(X)= s(X)+ index(X)− 1−Ei(X).
When X /∈ X we set
ud(X)= ld(X)= s(X)− 2.
The defining condition forEi andEo is exactly the same as the convention used to orient
the graphGf used in [8]. In fact, the crossing points here combine the three types of points
(turn, crossing, end) used in that paper. As a consequence we have from [8, Lemmas 5.1,
5.4].
Lemma 3.2. Let f be a H -transverse map. Then for each region X ud(X) and ld(X) are
less than zero precisely when X /∈ X and s(X)6 1.
In fact the index estimate given by this lemma has a much nicer analog when dealing
with H -transverse maps. Due to the fact that they are quite simple when compared to the
notion of index-reduced. Lemma 3.3 below gives a topological characterization for the
detection of positive lower and upper deficit.
LetX be a critical region for f which is in X . Let δ denote a component of f−1(A)∩X
which does not contain a crossing point. Let U(X) denote the number of such δ that have
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the property that δ separates the interior of X from f (δ) in D, and let L(X) denote the
number that do not.
Lemma 3.3. For X ∈X ,
L(X)= ld(X) and U(X)= ud(X).
Proof. Consider the case when X has no crossing points. Then the identity
index(X)= 1− s(X)+L(X)
is easy to verify by a direct calculation using [8, Proposition 3.1]. The effect on this
equation from the introduction of sides which contain crossing points is as follows. If
p ∈ Eo(X), then the value of the index decreases by 1 which is balanced on the right-
hand side by the additional side. If p ∈Ei(X), then the index is unchanged. As before the
right-hand side of the equation decreases by 1. It now follows that
index(X)= 1− s(X)+L(X)+Ei(X),
establishing the first equality. The second follows using the identity U(X) + L(X) =
s(X)−Ei(X)−Eo(X). 2
If E is a collection of curves such that each member is of the form f−1(A) ∩X where
X ∈ X we let U(E) denote the number of members of E that do not contain a crossing
point and satisfy the defining property for U(X). L(E) is defined similarly. Counting U
and L based on collections of curves as opposed to regions will be crucial in the proof of
Theorem 2.3. Some basic situations where deficit is going to be detected are given in the
following three lemmas. Their proofs are immediate from the definition of U and L.
Lemma 3.4. Let f :F → F be an H -transverse map. Suppose that β is an interior bridge
for f and let E denote its exterior curves. then L(E)> 1.
Lemma 3.5. Let X be a ∆j -region and let α denote the component of f−1(A)∩X which
separates the interior of X from ∆j in D. If X ∈X , then ld(X)= L(α). In particular, if α
does not contain a crossing, then ld(X)= 1, otherwise ld(X)= 0.
Lemma 3.6. Let f :F → F be an H -transverse map. Suppose that β is a bridge for f
with ∂β ⊂ X . Let E denote the two components of f−1(A) ∩ ∂β which intersect β . If β is
not a ∆-bridge, then U(E)> 1.
The main observation needed for obtaining the lower bound in Theorem 2.3 is that the
result in Lemma 3.4 does not hold if the exterior curves were replaced by the two curves
which meet ∂β as seen in Lemma 3.6. Hence there is a need to distinguish between interior
and exterior. This is dealt with in the next section. On the other hand, the upper bound
computation will work out by a direct approach using Lemma 3.6.
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4. The proof of Theorem 2.3
First, by Proposition 2.2 we may assume that our map is such that the pair (R,B) is
minimal. We further adjust the map f so that each ∆-region has index zero. Compatibility
allows for this as any such region with nonzero index must contain a crossing point. Hence,
the region is joined by a bridge across H to another region in R.
Now, in view of Lemma 2.1, we can also assume that B does not contain any∆-bridges.
There is no effect on fixed point indices of components of Γ as we have only removed
regions with zero index. On the other hand, it is possible for an index zero region to contain
some lower deficit. To this end we will also assume that the graph is as large as possible
in the sense that it contains ∆-regions which can be joined to a component of Γ having
nonzero index by bridges across H . The resulting pair (R,B) may not be compatible, but
at this point we do not care.
For the upper bound we sum the defining equation of ud over all regions in R which
correspond to Ci to get∑
ud(X)= #Ci −
∑
Eo(X)−
∑
index(X). (1)
By additivity,
∑
index(X)= index(Ci). Now ∑Eo(X) gives the total number of edges
in the component of Γ corresponding to Ci , which in turn is the number of bridges across
H for the component. By (m1), this component is a tree and so
#Ci −
∑
Eo(X)= b(Ci)+ 1,
where b(Ci) denotes the number of bridges in D for this component. Thus (1) can be
rewritten as
index(Ci)= 1+ b(Ci)−
∑
ud(X).
Since there are no ∆-bridges, Lemmas 3.4 and 3.6 (where now and throughout R = X )
imply that b(Ci)6
∑
ud(X), and thus
index(Ci)6 1.
For the proof of the lower bound we sum the defining equation for ld over all regions in
R. This gives∑
R∈R
ld(R)=
∑
R∈R
index(R)+
∑
R∈R
s(R)− #R−
∑
R∈R
Ei(R). (2)
Here,∑
R∈R
index(R)=
n∑
i=1
index(Ci).
Letting B(H) and B(D) denoting, respectively, the number of bridges across H and the
number of bridges in D, we have∑
R∈R
Ei(R)= B(H).
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By (m1), #R− #B = n, and thus ∑R∈REi(R) = #R − n− B(D). Substituting into (2)
we get∑
ld(R)=
n∑
i=1
index(Ci)+
∑
s(R)− 2#R+ n+B(D).
Now for regions not inR sum over the definition for ld and add to the previous equation.
This gives∑
ld(R)=
n∑
i=1
index(Ci)+
∑
s(R)− 2M + n+B(D),
where M is the total number of regions and sums are over all regions. Apply Lemma 3.1
and rewrite to get
n∑
i=1
index(Ci)+ n=
∑
ld(R)+ 2χ(F)+ 4h−B(D). (3)
The proof is completed by establishing the inequality
∑
ld(R) + 4h > B(D). By
Lemma 3.3 and minimality (m2), (m3), the total negative lower deficit is −4 at each 1-
handle. This reduces the proof to
Proposition 4.2.∑
ld(R)> B(D),
where the summation is over regions with at least two sides.
Before proving this we return to the example given in Section 2. Let R= {a, b, c, d, e,
f, i, j } and let B = {abcdef, ij }. We omit the other equivalence classes because each has
index +1. Here B(D) = 5. Using Lemma 3.3 we identify lower deficit. Since the central
region is not in R its ld is 4, which is exactly the number of exterior bridges in B. Also
ld(f )= 1, illustrating Lemma 3.4 as ef is interior. This example also has an extraneous ld
occurring in region c.
To prove Proposition 4.2 we need to first prove a few lemmas. Let C denote the central
region. For β ∈ B let ε(β) denote either the core of β , if β is exterior, or the exterior curves
otherwise. For a subset B of B let
ε(B)=
⋃
β∈B
ε(β).
With this definition we have
Lemma 4.3. Suppose each component ofD \ int(C) contains at most one member of ε(B).
If f (ε(B))⊂Ar , for some r , then L(ε(B))> #ε(B)− 1.
Proof. By definitions of L and ε, each member of ε(B) not in the component ofD \ int(C)
which meets Ar contributes +1 to L. 2
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Let S denote the set of exterior bridges whose core region is central together with any
interior bridges which have the central region as one of the endpoints and also share an
exterior curve with the core of some exterior bridge. Let G(S) be the graph with vertices
being members of ε(S); with two vertices joined by an edge if and only if they are in ε(β)
for some β ∈ S.
Consider a partition of the subset of B consisting of bridges in D into groups of bridges
typed (T1), (T2) or (T3) as follows.
(T1) the edges of a component of G(S);
(T2) maximal collections of interior bridges which traverse the central region and such
that the subgraph of Γ consisting of these bridges (and the obvious vertices) is
connected;
(T3) all remaining bridges are singletons.
The next three lemmas give some features of partition classes.
Lemma 4.4. Let f be such that (R,B) is minimal. If P1 and P2 are distinct partition
classes, then ε(P1)∩ ε(P2)= ∅.
Proof. Suppose that ω ∈ (ε(P1)∩ε(P2)). Then there are bridges β1, β2 such thatω ∈ ε(βi)
and ε(βi)⊂ ε(Pi). If both are interior, then they are both of type (T1) or both of type (T2).
In either case it follows that P1 = P2. If both are exterior, then (m5) implies that both have
the central region as core, and again P1 = P2. Finally if one of each occurs, the definition of
a bridge ensures that the core of the exterior is central. Hence, type (T1) and P1 = P2. 2
A transition bridge is said to be exceptional if it is exterior and the core region is neither
central nor inR. It is evident that each exceptional bridge is of type (T3). By (m5), the core
of such a bridge consists of a∆-curve and an A-curve. This together with (m6) implies that
for each j at most one exceptional bridge has a core meeting Hj .
Lemma 4.5. Let f be such that (R,B) is minimal. Let P be a partition class of bridges
which is not an exceptional bridge. Then L(ε(P )) is at least the cardinality of P .
Proof. For interior bridges of type (T3) this is given in Lemma 3.4. For (T3) exterior, it is
easy to see that one of the core curves contributes to L(ε(P )).
Now suppose that P is of type (T2). It follows that the cardinality of ε(P ) is one more
than that of P . LetK denote the components of f−1(A)∩C which meet a bridge in P . We
claim that the cardinality ofK is the same as that of ε(P ). It then follows that each member
of ε(P ) is in a distinct component of D \ C. The connectedness hypothesis ensures that
ε(P ) is mapped to a single component of A, so Lemma 4.3 completes the proof in this
case.
To establish the claim, first consider the subset of P consisting of bridges with core in C.
Let Γ0 denote the corresponding subgraph of Γ . Since Γ0 has no cycles, there is an obvious
one-to-one correspondence. Now include another bridge from P with one endpoint in Γ0.
If the bridge did not meet a new member of K, the fact that it traverses C would force its
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other endpoint to be in Γ0 as well. A contradiction, as this gives a cycle in Γ . Continue
adding bridges in this fashion to build a one-to-one correspondence between ε(P ) and K.
For a class of type (T1) minimality (m5) ensures that the corresponding component of
G(S) is a tree. As before, each component of D \ int(C) contains at most one member of
ε(P ). Again Lemma 4.3 applies to establish the result. 2
Lemma 4.6. For each 1-handle Hj meeting a bridge across H which is in B there is a
∆j -region Xj in R such that ld(Xj )= 1 and for each β ∈ B, Xj ∩ ε(β)= ∅.
Proof. Let Xj be the ∆j -region which is in R and is nearest to ∆j . By hypothesis, (m2)
and by our assumption at the beginning of the proof of Theorem 2.3, such a region exists.
It follows from Lemma 3.5 that ld(Xj )= 1. It is evident that Xj is not in the boundary of
an interior bridge in B. 2
Proof of Proposition 4.2. We first consider the case when the central region is contained
in R.
Lemmas 4.4 and 4.5 yield
L
(⋃
ε(P )
)
>
∑
#P,
where P ranges over all non-exceptional classes. Let R denote the union of the regions
containing all of the curves in
⋃
ε(P ). By Lemma 3.3,
ld(R)= L(R)>L(⋃ε(P )).
As indicated, there are no more exceptional bridges than there are 1-handles which meet
a ∆-curve. So by Lemma 4.6, there is a unique region at each such handle which has
L() = 1. This region is not in R and by our assumption at the beginning of the proof,
belongs to R. We associate one to each exceptional bridge so that ∑X∈R ld(X)> B(D).
As each region in R has at least two sides, this case is finished.
Now suppose the central region C is not in R. The only difference is that L(C) cannot
be used to get lower deficit. In fact, by (m3), ld(C)= s(C)− 2= 2h− 2. We claim that no
more than 2h− 2 bridges use curves in C for lower deficit. Since C /∈R, the only bridges
to consider are of type (T1) and are exterior. By (m5), there are at most 2h− 1 of these. If
2h− 1 occur it would imply that all the components of f−1(A)∩C are mapped to a single
component of A. By (m6), all are A-curves. But this contradicts (m7). 2
5. H -transverse maps for Nielsen classes
The purpose of this section is to give a combinatorial description for Nielsen fixed point
theory for endomorphisms of surfaces with boundary, or equivalently, for endomorphisms
of 1-complexes.
We first recall the basic definitions. For more details the reader is referred to either [2]
or [5].
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Let φ :X→ X be a self-mapping of the space X. We assume for simplicity that X
is a finite cell complex and that Fix(φ) is finite. For p ∈ Fix(φ) let index(p) denote the
topological fixed point index. Define an equivalence relation on Fix(φ) as follows. p ∼ q
if and only if there is a path ω from p to q inX such that φ(ω) is homotopic (rel endpoints)
to ω. An equivalence class under this relation is called a fixed point class or often a Nielsen
class.
Each fixed point class has an index which is the sum of the indices of its members. The
Nielsen number is the number of fixed point classes that have a nonzero index. The utility
of this number comes from the following homotopy invariance.
Theorem 5.1. If f,g :X→ X are homotopic maps, then N(f )= N(g). More generally,
any homotopy preserves the index of a fixed point class.
As before, let F denote a surface which has non-empty boundary. We assume that
χ(F)6 0.
Theorem 5.2. Let g :F → F be a map and let Σ1, . . . ,Σ` be distinct non-empty Nielsen
classes of g. Then there exist, a handle structure H , an H -transverse map f homotopic to
g, and collections of critical regions R and bridges B such that for each i, index(Ci) =
index(Σi), where Ci is an equivalence class for the relation onR induced by B. Moreover,
the pair (R,B) is compatible.
Proof. We assume that g has a finite fixed point set. Consider those fixed points that
correspond to the Nielsen class Σk . Order these points and join successive points by a
Nielsen path, which we assume has a finite number of transverse self-intersections. By
pushing intersections over the endpoints of the global path, we obtain a collection of arcs
joining these fixed points. These arcs are also Nielsen paths and their union is an arc which
we denote υk . If the Nielsen class has exactly one fixed point we let υk be that single point.
By the same push move, arrange that υi ∩ υj = ∅ when i 6= j . Let Υ =⋃υk .
Now choose a pairwise disjoint family of proper arcs µ1, . . . ,µr each disjoint from Υ ,
so that for each j, F \ µj is connected and F \ (⋃µj) is simply-connected. We assume
that r is minimal. In fact r = 1− χ(F).
By a small homotopy of g we first arrange that each g−1(µi) is a 1-dimensional proper
submanifold of F which meets each µj transversely. This is done without changing Υ ,
and hence the Nielsen classes. Moreover, we require that for each open set U meeting
g−1(µi), g(U) meets at least two components of F \ (⋃µj). Now with Hi being a regular
neighborhood of (µi, ∂µi) in (F, ∂F ) we have a handle structure which satisfies property
(p3) and almost gives us (p2). It may be that a component of g−1(H) is bounded by simple
closed curves. This will be taken care of as we arrange for (p1).
We now arrange for (p1), R and B with the desired properties. Let A be as defined in
Section 2. Let R denote the collection of critical regions for g which contain a fixed point
of g, together with any region that can be joined to these by a bridge across H . We now
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Fig. 3.
view Υ , with the bridges across H added, as a collection of null-arcs joining the regions
in R.
For each j, choose one of the components of Hj ∩ ∂F and denote, as before, its closure
by ∆j . Let ∆ denote the two components of ∂F \ A whose closure meets ∆j . Observe
that each component of g−1(A) ∩ Hj is an arc going from A2i−1 to A2i . Consider the
component of g−1(H)∩Hj which is nearest∆j and letK be a component of f−1(H)∩D
which meets this component. If one of the border curves of K meets ∆ (and hence the
other), we make no changes to g. Otherwise, we change the map g as indicated in Fig. 3.
To get R for this new map we note that the only change in regions is that Y is replaced
by Y1 and X by the two components X1,X2. Thus, the only change to R is to place X1
and X2 inR wheneverX belongs toR. Υ is changed by adding the obvious bridge which
joins X1 to X2. Repeat this process for the other choice for K , and now move to the next
component of f−1(H) ∩ Hj noting that the presence of ∆j -curves has no effect on the
construction.
The process is similar for components of g−1(H) which are in D. Suppose K is such
a component which is not bordered by A-curves. In addition, suppose that one of the
components of g−1(D)∩D adjacent to K is such that all other adjacent components from
g−1(H) are bordered by only A-curves and ∆-curves. Change g as in the previous case;
dividing K into a number of A-curves. Change R and Υ accordingly. At this point each
component of g−1(A) is either an A-curve, a ∆-curve or a simple closed curve contained
in D. The map is H -transverse exactly when there are no simple closed curves. If there
are some simple closed curves, start with an outermost pair which bounds a component of
g−1(H). Use the same procedure to convert these into four parallel Ai -curves for some i .
The remainder of the proof involves the following construction which converts N -
arcs into bridges. At any time in the construction, if any N -arc in Υ breaks up into
a concatenation of two non-overlapping N -arcs we replace the original with these two,
and add the region containing their common endpoint to R. Since this region is Nielsen
equivalent to the other endpoints the fixed point index of any newly added region must be
zero. Similarly, if a region is in R which is also the endpoint of a bridge across H we add
the region on the opposite side to R and the bridge to Υ . This will ensure compatibility
for the pair.
Fix a pair (ι, `) where ι ∈ {1, . . . , h} and A` is on the frontier of the handle Hι. Let `′
denote the index for the other component of A contained in the frontier ofHι. LetG denote
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the set consisting of all ∆ι-curves and all A`-curves. Let G+ denote G together with all
A`′-curves.
For τ ∈G+ we let d(τ) denote the number of curves inG+ which are between τ and∆ι.
A partial order on the set of curves in G+ is given by τ1 < τ2 if and only if d(τ1) < d(τ2)
and if one of the two is an A`-curve, then the other is not an A`′ -curve. This partial order
induces one on N -arcs which contain curves in G+. This is done by considering the curve
in G+ meeting the N -arc which has the smallest possible value for d().
The induced order on G will be used to orient N -arcs. Given an N -arc γ ∈ Υ there is
either one or two pairs (ι, `) such that Υ meets curves in the corresponding set G. Given
one such pair we orient γ in the direction going from smallest to largest curve in G.
To an oriented N -arc γ we associate a string k1k2 · · ·km where ki is the subscript of the
component of A which the ith point of f−1(A)∩γ (following orientation) is mapped. If γ
is a bridge, the string is simply d1 · · ·dqdq · · ·d1. If γ is not a bridge, it has a string which
begins with
c1 · · ·cpd1 · · ·dqdq · · ·d1e · · · ,
where p,q > 1, e 6= cp and, except for dqdq and possibly d1 = e, no two consecutive
entries are the same. The fact that p > 1 comes from the assumption that our N -arcs were
divided into minimal pieces. Let ρ(γ ) denote the component of g−1(A)which corresponds
to the second occurrence of d1.
Suppose that γ is not a bridge and ρ(γ ) is in G. We construct a new map, changing
both R and Υ . The main feature is that the underlying point set associated to Υ remains
unchanged, while the portion covered by bridges increases in size.
The map g is changed by adding 2p curves between ρ(γ ) and the curve ρ′ associated
to e. The string associated to these curves is cp · · ·c1c1 · · ·cp. If ρ′ is a∆ι-curve, the curves
added will be as well. Otherwise, these curves will be A`-curves. Also, for any N -arc in Υ
which is traversed by at least one added curve, we assume that it is traversed by all. Thus it
is still an N -arc for the new map. The set R and graph Υ are changed as indicated above,
for with the new map γ decomposes into the concatenation of a bridge and anN -arc. Also,
as the new curves are added to the set G, we assume the necessary changes to the partial
order are made.
The following lemma will ensure that N -arcs are replaced by bridges.
Lemma 5.3. Suppose λ is a bridge in Υ with λ < γ . Then λ does not intersect any of the
new curves.
Proof. If λ were to traverse any of the new curves, then the core of λ is the region bordered
by curves labeled with dp. On the other hand, before the curves are added, the fact that
e 6= cp implies that λ traverses at most those curves corresponding to the d1 · · ·dqdq · · ·d1
portion of γ . A contradiction as this implies γ < λ. 2
The proof of the theorem is completed by applying the above construction as follows.
Suppose there exists an N -arc γ ∈ Υ which is not a bridge, and after choosing (ι, `) we
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have ρ(γ ) is a ∆ι-curve (and hence, in G). Consider a minimal such γ and proceed with
the above construction. Note that the point set of Υ is unchanged and it follows from Lem-
ma 5.3 that the subset consisting of bridges has increased in size. Now suppose that there
is an oriented γ which is not a bridge and ρ(γ ) is an A`-curve. Consider the smallest such
N -arc and repeat the construction. Since onlyA`-curves are added, the proof of Lemma 5.3
implies that no smaller N -arc is changed in the process.
As long as ρ(γ ) ∈G this construction can be applied until the desired map f is obtained.
The following lemma says that this is always the case.
Lemma 5.4. If γ is an N -arc which is not a bridge, then for at least one of the pairs (ι, `)
the set G is such that ρ(γ ) ∈G.
Proof. Suppose there are two pairs (ι1, `1) and (ι2, `2) with corresponding G1,G2 and
ρ1, ρ2. Observe that if γ is oriented by (ι1, `1), then ρ1∩γ < ρ2∩γ . Since (γ ∩g−1(A))⊂
(G1 ∪G2), if ρ2 /∈G2 it follows that ρ1 ∈G1. 2
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